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Abstract
This work demonstrates the generation of short pulse duration and high-beam-quality laser pulses using transient
stimulated Brillouin scattering at a high repetition rate. Thermal effects and optical breakdown are identified as the main
factors that restrict energy reflectivity and beam quality under high repetition rates and transient situations. Through
experimental analysis, the interaction length and focal point size are determined to be the key parameters in reducing the
thermal effect by reducing the absorption of the laser pulse by the medium. The obtained results show that pulses with a
duration of 175 ps and beam quality M2 of around 1.2 can be achieved with a maximum energy reflectivity of over 40%
under an interaction length of 50 mm. Furthermore, at an interaction length of 90 mm, a pulse output with a minimum
duration of 115 ps (0.5τQ) is achieved.
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1. Introduction

A laser system with a high repetition rate, excellent beam
quality and hundreds of picosecond pulses has immense
potential in various applications, such as laser process-
ing[1–3], medical aesthetics[4,5] and Thomson scattering
diagnostics[6]. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), a
third-order nonlinear phenomenon, is often utilized in laser
systems for phase conjugation and pulse compression[7]. The
stimulated Brillouin scattering phase conjugate mirror (SBS-
PCM) is capable of correcting static and dynamic wavefront
distortion caused by thermal effects when integrated with a
master-oscillator power amplifier[8–11]. However, to achieve
high compensating effects, the Stokes pulse fidelity must
be strictly maintained. The fidelity of the Stokes pulse is
directly linked to the energy reflectivity and is sensitive
to the slope of the pump pulse rise time. Under transient
conditions, when the rise time of the pump pulse is less than
the dielectric phonon lifetime, the ability to discriminate
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between conjugate modes in the SBS process[12,13] is
reduced. As a result, the fidelity at low energy reflectivity
is low and unstable, limiting the application of the SBS-
PCM in short pulse duration laser systems. However, our
research findings indicate that even if the pump pulse spot
is distorted during transient SBS, the Stokes pulse can still
maintain a good spot shape without requiring a secondary
pass through the distortion medium. Furthermore, transient
SBS can produce pulse outputs of 100 picoseconds (ps) or
less in duration. Thus, a comprehensive study of transient
SBS is necessary to achieve laser pulses with high beam
quality and short pulse durations.

However, it is worth noting that most of the research work
in this field has focused on pulse compression. The aim
is to obtain shorter pulse durations, which are theoretically
limited to one-quarter of the medium’s oscillation period
(τQ, equal to 1/(4�B), where �B is the Brillouin frequency
shift)[14]. For example, de Saxcé and Picart[15] used two-stage
compression to produce pulse outputs with pulse durations
of 252 ps, where the second-stage transient SBS energy
reflectivity was 32%; Wang et al.[16] achieved a 60 ps pulse
output at the frequency-doubled light using transient SBS,
but neither broke τQ. When the fundamental light was used
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as the pump, the energy reflectivity was found to be less than
20%. With respect to the results that show pulse durations
less than τQ, Liu et al.[17] obtained pulse outputs of average
duration close to τQ in the new liquid medium PF-5060,
where the shortest pulse duration measured was 0.88τQ, with
an energy reflectivity of around 30%. In the same year,
Cao et al.[18] also obtained a pulse output with a duration
of less than τQ at a repetition frequency of 200 Hz and an
energy efficiency of less than 40%. While the research on
transient SBS pulse compression is developing rapidly, little
is known about aspects such as the energy reflectivity of
transient SBS, particularly with regard to spot profiles.

To achieve high beam quality and energy reflectivity
through high repetition rate transient SBS, several challenges
must be overcome. These challenges include thermal effects
resulting from laser field absorption by impurities, optical
breakdown of the SBS medium and low gain of transient
SBS. When intense laser pulses propagate through a
medium, impurity molecules within the medium can absorb
the optical energy and convert it into heat. At high peak
powers, the accumulated heat from impurity absorption
results in a rapid increase in the temperature of the medium,
leading to thermal defocusing and focal spot distortion.
The enlarged beam size at the focus reduces the intensity
and excites an uneven phonon field, thereby impacting
the efficiency and performance of SBS compression or
amplification processes and decreasing the SBS reflectivity.
As the temperature further increases, electrons in the
impurities become excited, generating free electrons and
resulting in local ionization and electron dissociation,
leading to the formation of high-density free carriers.
These free carriers, under the influence of the intense
laser field, accelerate and collide with other molecules,
further enhancing the local temperature and energy density.
Ultimately, this can lead to optical breakdown of the
medium, involving the rupture and ionization of chemical
bonds[19]. Compared to other media, perfluorocarbon
compounds have all the hydrogen atoms attached to carbon
atoms replaced by fluorine atoms. Fluorine has the highest
electronegativity, and the carbon–fluorine bond possesses

significant bond energy (5.6 eV). Therefore, low-absorption
and large bond energy perfluorocarbon compounds are
employed in high-power SBS systems[20]. Recent studies
have demonstrated that microfiltration of the medium is an
effective method for reducing the heat effect[21].

Regarding the low gain of transient SBS, it is worth noting
that the gain coefficient (g) of SBS is inversely proportional
to the laser beam linewidth, which is broad in transient
SBS[22]. In addition, due to the speed at which the phonon
field builds up, the pump pulse front has already passed
through the generated area before the Stokes pulse can
extract its energy. These two factors contribute to the low
energy reflectivity of transient SBS. To overcome the low
gain in transient SBS, the selection of an appropriate
medium is crucial. It should possess a shorter phonon
lifetime to facilitate the rapid establishment of the phonon
field and its prompt response to laser pulses. In addition,
a higher gain coefficient is desirable to enable efficient
extraction of laser pulse energy once the phonon field is
established. This combination can enhance the efficiency of
SBS in practical applications.

In this study, our focus is on developing a transient single-
cell SBS system that can provide high-beam-quality laser
output at high reflectivity. We achieve this by utilizing 3M
electronic-fluoride fluid FC-770. Our experiments demon-
strate the generation of output laser pulses at a repetition rate
of 100 Hz, with a beam quality of M2 = 1.14. Furthermore,
we have produced pulse output with a maximum energy
reflectivity exceeding 40% and an average pulse length of
0.83τQ. Due to the attenuated thermal effects in the medium,
the focused region has a higher power density, which enables
the Stokes pulse to extract energy fully from the pump pulse.
We believe that this is a pioneering experiment, and the
outcomes will guide new and later SBS research work.

2. Experimental setup

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 1. The pump source is composed of a single longitudi-
nal mode microchip laser and a double-stage amplifier. The

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. FR, Faraday rotator; P, polarizer; HWP, half-wave plate; QWP, quarter-wave plate; F, lens; M,
reflector.
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Figure 2. Pump pulse parameters: (a) typical time domain waveform and output spot of the pump pulse; (b) pump pulse linewidth.

former has a wavelength of 1064 nm, an output energy of
70 mJ and a repetition rate of 100 Hz. A typical pump pulse
time domain waveform and the spatial distribution are given
in Figure 2(a), with a pulse duration of 720 ps and slight
distortion in the spatial profile. A Fabry–Pérot interferometer
(a line width measurement device based on parallel plate
equal to inclination interference) was used to measure the
linewidth of the seed source, shown in Figure 2(b), and
the result was 900 MHz[23]. The divergence angle of the laser
beam was decreased using a collimation system made up of
lenses L1 and L2. A Faraday rotator (FR), polarizers P1 and
P2 and a half-wave plate (HWP) are used as isolators since
the backscattered light might harm the pump source. Half-
wave HWP2 and polarizer P3 regulate the pumping pulse
energy into the SBS medium cell. The pump pulse travels
through the quarter-wave plate and is focused by L3 into the
SBS generator.

When the pump intensity in the focused region exceeded
the threshold for SBS generation, the SBS-phonon field of
frequency �B was established due to the electrostriction
action of the medium, and the pump field was quickly
scattered. Through the phonon field, scattered Stokes light
extracts the energy of the pump pulse. The laser beam
is converted into S-polarization twice through the quarter-
wavelength QWP and output at P3. The medium in the
cell is FC-770, which has a high capacity, and some of
the parameters are listed in Table 1. Based on previous
studies[17,18], achieving both narrow pulse width and high
reflectivity in SBS systems is challenging due to the trade-off
between high gain and short phonon lifetime. Both factors
play crucial roles in SBS performance. Therefore, in this
study, we selected FC-770 as the working medium. FC-770
possesses a shorter phonon lifetime compared to PF-5060
and higher gain compared to HT-230, while also exhibiting
a high breakdown threshold. This choice was made to strike
a balance between these important parameters and optimize
the SBS performance. The medium is filtered many times
using a filter membrane (polycarbonate track etch (PCTE),

Table 1. Compilation of relevant parameters of the SBS-active
media used in this work (values are remeasured and calculated for
the media at a temperature of 23◦C).

Quarter
Kinematic Phonon Brillouin acoustic wave

Refractive viscosity η lifetime shift �B oscillation
Medium index n (mm2/s) τB (ps) (MHz) period τQ (ps)
FC-770 1.27 0.66 682.4 1081 231.27

GVS) with a pore size of 10 nm in order to guarantee that it
is as clean as possible.

The temporal characteristics of the laser beam are mea-
sured by combining a rapid photodetector (UPD-35-UVIR-D,
Alphalas GmbH, Germany; rise time <35 ps) with a digital
oscilloscope (DPO71254C, Tektronix, USA; bandwidth
12.5 GHz; sampling rate 100 Gsamples/s). The laser pulse
energy was measured by an energy meter (Vega Pyroelectric
PE50DIF-ER (s/n:917609), Ophir Optronics, Israel).

3. Results and discussion

The interaction length LS is defined as the length of the
pump pulse that passes through the medium, as shown
in Figure 3. The theoretical optimum interaction length
is calculated using the formula Lth = cτP/2n[24], where c

Figure 3. Interaction distance diagram, where LS is the interaction length
and f is the focal length of the lens.
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Figure 4. Relationship between energy reflectivity and pump energy at different focal lengths: (a) interaction length 90 mm; (b) interaction length 50 mm.

represents the speed of light, τP denotes the duration of
the pump pulse and n signifies the refractive index of the
SBS medium. By adjusting the distance between the lens
and the SBS cell, the interaction length can be controlled.
For this study, the theoretically optimal interaction length is
approximately 90 mm.

3.1. Transient SBS energy reflectivity

The relationship between energy reflectivity and pumping
energy is shown in Figure 4 for the interaction lengths of 90
and 50 mm, and various focal lengths of the lens conditions.
Each data point represents an average value of 500 pulses.
It is observed that as the pumping energy increases, the
energy reflectivity initially rises rapidly, but then gradually
decreases. In addition, the short duration of the pump pulse
and the high intensity of the rising edge result in a low SBS
generation threshold of approximately 2 mJ. The gain of the
system can be expressed as follows:

G = gI0LS, (1)

where I0 represents the peak power density of the pump pulse
at the focus. As the system’s gain increases, the buildup rate
and intensity of the phonon field also increase, leading to a
quick rise in the pump field to Stokes field energy conversion
efficiency. However, with the increase in thermal effect as the
pump energy increases, optical breakdown occurs, resulting
in severe damage to the phonon field and reduced energy
reflectivity. Comparing the results of energy reflectivity at
various focal lengths, it is observed that energy reflectivity
rises with lower focal length. This is because the size of the
focal point spot size increases with the focal length of the
lens, and therefore G is inversely proportional to the focal
length at the same energy. As the focal length shortens, the
gain of the system increases, allowing the Stokes pulse to
extract energy more efficiently.

When the focal length is reduced from 300 to 200 mm,
the breakdown threshold is around 4.5 mJ, even though the
power density at the waist increases. The comparison of the
spatial distribution of Stokes pulses at a pumping energy
of 5 mJ in Figure 5 shows that the distortion is not worse
than the 3 mJ case, which also proves that the breakdown is
not worse than 3 mJ case. However, when the focal length
was further reduced to 150 mm, the optical breakdown
threshold dropped sharply. At the pump energy of 3 mJ, we
observed a significant optical breakdown in the SBS cell.
Further, when the pump energy is 5 mJ, it exhibits the same
characteristics as described above. The reason for this is the
close relationship between optical breakdown and focal size.
The smaller the focal area, the faster the energy is absorbed
by impurities in the focal area. This, in turn, leads to faster
heat buildup and local overheating, resulting in ionization
and optical breakdown. As a consequence, the SBS process
is hindered, and the scattering intensity is reduced, leading
to a rapid decrease in energy reflectivity. Therefore, the focal
point size must not be too small.

As depicted in Figure 4(a), we observed a decrease in
energy reflectance over 5 mJ at all focal lengths, except the
f = 150 mm case. This suggests that optical breakdown is
not effectively mitigated. This is due to the fact that while the
intensity at the focal point decreases, the heat absorption area
expands. Consequently, the temperature difference between
the center and its surroundings decreases, and the heat does
not spread efficiently. As a result, optical breakdown can still
occur under high peak power conditions, and the increase in
focal point size can lead to a reduction in G and a decrease
in reflectivity. So, selecting an appropriate focal spot size in
transient SBS experiments can improve both the breakdown
threshold and energy reflectivity.

The graph in Figure 6 displays the relationship between
output energy and pump energy for different interaction
lengths, with a focal length of 200 mm. Each data point
represents the average of 500 pulses, and to illustrate the
stability of the output energy, the square root of the variance
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Figure 5. At the interaction length of 90 mm: the spatial profile of Stokes pulses at different focal lengths with pump energies of 3 and 5 mJ, respectively.

Figure 6. With a focal length of 200 mm, output energy as a function of
pump energy at different interaction lengths.

(standard deviation) was calculated and added as an error
bar. The reflected energy initially increases sharply but then
slows down as the pumping energy increases. From the
graph, we can infer that with shorter interaction lengths, the
system gain decreases, but both output energy and stability
increase. Therefore, a shorter interaction length results in
higher stability and greater output energy.

This behavior is due to thermal effects, which become
more severe with longer interaction lengths. Figure 7 depicts
the spatial distribution of Stokes pulses, revealing that distor-
tion due to thermal effects is more pronounced with longer
interaction lengths. This explains why energy reflectivity
decreases with high energies and long interactions. Figure 8
displays the spot diameters (full width at 1/e2 of the maxi-
mum intensity) of the Stokes pulses at different pump ener-
gies (the measurement position is located around 100 mm
from the polarizer P3). The cross-field size of the Stokes
pulse is more stable with the shorter interaction lengths.

As the interaction length decreases, the stability of the
output energy and spatial distribution increases, due to
weakening of the thermal effect. Our analysis indicates that
thermal convection occurs anywhere the laser pulse passes,
especially at high repetition frequencies. Therefore, the
longer the interaction length, the more severe the thermal
effect becomes, but the interaction length is limited by the
damage threshold of the front window mirror and cannot be
made infinitely short.

Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that at a focal length of
300 mm, the energy reflectivity is significantly reduced at
an interaction length of 50 mm compared to an interaction
length of 90 mm. This is because the scattering intensity
is too weak due to the fact that the system gain (G) is too
small. Therefore, the appropriate interaction length should
be chosen according to the size of the focal point. In
our experiment, the focal point size was 175 µm and the
interaction length was 50 mm. We plan to design a special
experiment in the future to further explore the relationship
between the interaction length and focal point size.

3.2. Transient SBS pulse compression

SBS pulse compression arises from the asymmetric ampli-
fication of the leading and trailing edges of Stokes pulses.
Figure 9(a) illustrates the relationship between the output
pulse duration and pump energy when the interaction length
is 90 mm. As the pump energy increases, the rising edge
of the Stokes pulse extracts energy until the saturation
point is reached, resulting in a minimum pulse duration.
Subsequently, with a further increase in pump energy, some
of the energy is transferred to the trailing edge, leading to a
reduction in the asymmetry between the leading and trailing
edges and an increase in pulse duration.
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Figure 7. With a focal length of 200 mm, the typical spatial profile of Stokes pulses at different pump energies for interaction lengths of 50 and 90 mm,
respectively.

Figure 8. With a focal length of 200 mm, the diameter of spot versus pump energy for different interaction lengths: (a) diameter in the x-axis direction;
(b) diameter in the y-axis direction.

Figure 9. With different focal length conditions: (a) interaction length of 90 mm; (b) interaction length of 50 mm.

When comparing the pump energy required to obtain
the shortest pulse duration at different focal lengths, it is
observed that the longer the focal length, the more power is
required. This is due to the fact that a larger focal length gives

a larger focal spot to reduce the scattering intensity, so that
the gain of the system decreases according to Equation (1).
Consequently, more pumping energy is required to extract
sufficient energy for the rising edge of the Stokes pulse.
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Figure 10. Output pulse duration characteristics at the focal length of 200 mm: (a) output pulse duration versus pump energy for different interaction
lengths; (b), (c) output pulse waveforms with the shortest duration for interaction lengths of 50 and 90 mm, respectively.

Figure 9(b) illustrates the variation of the output pulse
duration with pumping energy for an interaction length of
50 mm. As the interaction length decreases, the minimum
pulse duration becomes shorter but more pumping energy
is required. However, when the focal length is 300 mm, the
Stokes pulse does not extract the pumping energy efficiently,
resulting in an increase in pulse duration as the interaction
length is reduced.

On the other hand, as the interaction length decreases, the
stability of pulse duration increases, as shown in Figure 10,
which shows the relationship between pulse duration and
pump energy for different interaction lengths at a focal length
of 200 mm. A shorter interaction length leads to higher
stability and smaller average pulse durations. The shortest
observed pulse duration is shown in Figure 10(b), with the
smallest mean pulse duration being 175 ps (0.75τQ). It is
worth noting that a minimum pulse duration of 115 ps was
recorded at an interaction length of 90 mm. Thus, the longer
interaction length of the high-frequency transient SBS favors
pulse compression, but thermal effects reduce the temporal
and spatial stability of the SBS and increase the mean pulse
duration.

The output Stokes beam profile has a good shape and a
consistent energy distribution when the interaction length is
50 mm and the pump energy is 3.5 mJ, and the measured
beam qualities are M2

x = 1.133 and M2
y = 1.147, as shown

in Figure 11. In order to achieve pulses with improved
beam quality and shorter pulse durations, additional research
is required to investigate strategies for reducing thermal
effects.

Figure 11. Stokes beam quality M2 and spatial profile at pump energy of
3.5 mJ.

4. Conclusion

In summary, our study aimed to generate short-duration and
high-beam-quality pulses using high repetition rate transient
SBS. Our results demonstrated that by shortening the inter-
action length, the thermal effects in SBS can be significantly
reduced, resulting in the more energy reflectivity, shorter
pulse durations and higher stability. Specifically, at the focal
length of 200 mm and the interaction length of 50 mm, the
FC-770 produced a pulse with a minimum average duration
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of 175 ps, a good spatial profile, no noticeable thermal
effects and beam qualities of M2

x = 1.133 and M2
y = 1.147.

Furthermore, we obtained the shortest pulse duration of
115 ps at an interaction length of 90 mm. As thermal effects
can impact SBS, we recognize the need to explore other
means to reduce these effects in our future work.
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